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ABSTRACT LoRa technology draws attention for its use in industrial monitoring and control systems in

which each end device or task is required to send data periodically to a (cloud) server. Despite its provision

of a stable link, it suffers from data loss by signal suppression and interference. A real-time LoRa protocol

is proposed that uses a slot scheduling to remove collision and device or node grouping based on signal

attenuation to deal with signal suppression. Based on the definition of a frame-slot structure, a logical slot

indexing algorithm is devised to tag a logical index to each slot. The logical indices enable the easy allocation

of slots to nodes such that if each node sends data in the allocated slots, it can satisfy time constraint.

To handle external interference caused by other networks, the protocol uses a multiple listen-before-talk

(mLBT) mechanism that allows channel detection multiple times within one slot. Our protocol is compared

analytically and experimentally with other ones to show its superior throughput and reliability against signal

suppression and interference.

INDEX TERMS LoRa protocol, real-time, reliability, task scheduling, TDMA.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) in industrial

monitoring and control systems (hereafter abbreviated as

IMOCSs) has some requirements such that data has to be

delivered in a real-time and reliable manner [1]. Intensive

studies on WSNs have been conducted to satisfy those

requirements [2]–[5]. However, multi-hop WSNs have some

difficulties in dealing with the changes in network topology

by node mobility and link instability due to shading and

multipath fading effects [1]. In particular, this phenomenon

becomes severer in underground tunnels or enclosed spaces.

In [6], [7], the authors claim that the LoRa technology is suit-

able for the use in industry zones due to its high interference

immunity and low power data transmission.

A private LoRa network for industry use, referred to

as an industrial LoRa network, draws some issues. First,

IMOCS collects data regularly from each end device (or

node), thereby incurring relatively high traffic loads. For

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Jihwan P. Choi .

the worse, since LoRa data has a lengthy time-on-air (ToA),

the industrial LoRa network suffers from high internal inter-

ference between different data transmissions in the same

network. Second, in IMOCS, each node can have its own

data transmission period (that becomes time constraint) to

prevent erroneous operations from the temporal inaccuracy

of sensor data. Third, high traffic in IMOCS also makes data

transmission more vulnerable to external interference caused

by other ISM band networks [1]. The first two issues can

be tackled by the use of the time division multiple access

(TDMA); however, the third issue has to be treated in a best-

effort manner since external interference is not controllable.

One derived issue with the use of TDMA is that if a slot

scheduling is made in a centralized manner as it is done in

most WSN protocols [8]–[10], it can cause high overhead

against topological changes. The overhead may be tolerable

in a LoRa network with a star topology; it is still a burden due

to its low bandwidth.

Recently, LoRaWAN [11], an open network standard on

top of the LoRa physical layer, has been used in vari-

ous applications such as smart cities, smart farming, and
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environmental monitoring, etc. [12]. LoRaWAN uses a star-

of-star network topology, consisting of one or more gate-

ways (GWs) that relay data between end nodes and a

server. It defines three MAC classes, namely A, B, and

C, in which Class A is widely used. It employs the Pure

Aloha [13] approach for data transmission that allows an

end node to transmit uplink data freely. Two downlink slots

are opened after the uplink slot for a server to send data or

command to end nodes. Due to the random nature of data

transmission, a LoRaWAN node suffers from the high proba-

bility of data collision as traffic increases. The collision prob-

lem with the scalability issue is studied in papers [14]–[17].

Furthermore, it obvious that the collision problem becomes

worse with the use of the higher spreading factors (SF) that

have the longer transmission range and the lengthier packet

ToA.

A number of solutions have been given to tackle the colli-

sion problem. Some of them employs the Slotted Aloha [13]

approach that constrains the start of data transmission only

to the boundaries of time slots [18]–[20]. By simulation,

they show that this approach can alleviate the probability of

collision to some extent, but does not eliminate collision.

Thus, Slotted Aloha may not be suitable for the applica-

tions that require high reliability in data transmission. Mean-

while, some protocols employ a slot scheduling to remove

data collision completely. In the slot scheduling approach,

every node is allocated a distinct time slot such that if it

transmits data within the allocated slot, no data collision

occurs [21], [22]. In [23], a relay node connected directly

to GW creates a subnet with a small number of nodes in

the underground zone and then collects data from them by

using a slot schedule. However, it still relies on LoRaWAN

to forward the collected data to GW. The on-demand LoRa

protocol [24] allows a server to collect data from nodes in a

cluster that is managed by a clusterhead. By using a short-

range wake-up radio combined with the LoRa module, the

clusterhead awakes its members and schedules transmission

slots for them. Although this approach improves reliability,

it can limit its application scenario since its operation relies on

the short-range wake-up radio. The authors in [25] improve

the concurrent transmission technique used in the Glossy

approach [26] by employing the notion of transmission time

offset, referred to as the offset-CT approach. This approach

allows two or more nodes to transmit data concurrently, but

with different time offsets; however, it suffers from high

energy consumption since it involves flooding in every data

transmission.

Several efforts have been made to adapt the LoRa technol-

ogy to industry applications by employing a slot scheduling.

The authors in [27] examine the applicability of the time-

slotted channel hopping (TSCH) mechanism [10] with a

small testbed that consists of one GW and three nodes using

different SFs. However, they allow all transmitting nodes to

have the same signal strength; thus, the experimental results

do not reveal the effect of the imperfect orthogonality [28]

on the transmitted signals. The imperfect orthogonality of

signals with different SFs, also called signal suppression

effect, allows a receiver to receive only the strongest signal

unless the signals have the difference of signal strengths

under a certain threshold [28]. In [29], the authors introduce a

TDMA-based MAC protocol in which nodes transmit data to

GW either in the Contention Access Period (CAP) section

or in the Contention-Free Period (CFP) section. While the

protocol employs the Aloha approach during CAP, it uses a

slot schedule during CFP. This approach used an offline slot

schedule in simulation without relying on any specific mech-

anism for slot assignment. In addition, they do not address

the problem of the signal suppression effect that often makes

parallel data transmission using different SFs impractical.

In [30], a server collects MAC addresses from nodes and

based on the analysis of those MAC addresses, determines a

proper frame size such that if every node selects a slot in the

frame by using its own MAC address in a distributed manner,

no nodes are assigned the same slot. This approach can reduce

scheduling overhead; however, it may waste many slots since

it has to increase the frame size sufficiently so that every node

can choose a distinct slot. Thus, this approach can degrade

bandwidth efficiency. In addition, it does not consider time

constraints.

In this paper, a real-time LoRa protocol is proposed that

employs an efficient slot scheduling method to deal with the

issues in industrial LoRa networks. In our protocol, a server

collects data from every end device or task per a data acquisi-

tion cycle time referred to as a frame. A frame is divided into

a number of slots. A real-time task scheduling algorithm is

developed to generate a task schedule such that if a task trans-

mits data in each allocated slot, it can satisfy its data transmis-

sion period. For the ease of scheduling, the task scheduling

algorithm employs a logical slot indexing algorithm that

assigns a logical slot index to each slot of the frame. It gen-

erates a task schedule by having each task select the required

number of slots sequentially, starting with any logical slot

index. In addition, an efficient distributed scheduling mecha-

nism is presented to reduce scheduling overhead. To deal with

the signal suppression effect, the nodes are divided into dif-

ferent groups based on the degree of signal attenuation. Then,

each group is assigned a distinct SF and distinct frequency

channel so that the nodes in different groups do not interfere

each other. In data transmission, if a task gives up data trans-

mission immediately when it detects a channel is busy within

the allocated slot, it is too costly. Thus, the protocol employs

a multiple listen-before-talk (mLBT) mechanism that allows

channel detection multiple times within a slot.

Analysis was given to show the least upper bounds of

network throughput for different approaches, where our

approach shows significantly higher throughput bound than

LoRaWAN and Slotted Aloha. Experiment was also per-

formed on a testbed with a single-channel gateway and fif-

teen nodes. It is believed that a single channel is sufficient

to reveal the key operational characteristics of our proto-

col. In this experiment, packet delivery rates (PDRs) for

different approaches were compared to show the superiority
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of the proposed protocol. The analysis of PDRwas also given

to verify the soundness of experimental results. The proposed

protocol could far outperform LoRaWAN and Slotted Aloha

in throughput and reliability. It can avoid the signal sup-

pression effect that significantly degrades the PDRs of the

compared protocols. In addition, the effectiveness about the

use of mLBT was examined while some interfering nodes

were generating garbage data to incur external interference

intentionally.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives research

background, and Section III describes the proposed protocol

formally. Analysis and experiment are given in Section IV,

and followed by concluding remarks in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

A. NETWORK MODEL

LoRa technology uses the chirp spread spectrum (CSS) tech-

nique that supports a low data rate, but allows the demodula-

tion for a signal of an extremely low strength and thus enables

long range communication. To control the trade-off between

data rate and transmission range, LoRa allows different SFs

ranging between 7 and 12. A higher SF allows the lower data

rate, but the longer transmission range [12]. Different SFs

allows LoRa nodes to overcome signal attenuation caused

by distance and obstruction in industrial environment [31],

thereby enabling a star topology.

FIGURE 1. LoRa network model.

A LoRa network model considered for protocol design is

assumed to be a star topology that has the direct connection

between one gateway (GW) and each of end devices as illus-

trated in Fig. 1. A server is connected to the GW through

a backbone network to collect and analyze the collected

data. GW can receive multiple packets simultaneously from

different channels [12]. Each node has one task as an active

object for communication with GW. Each task is required to

send one packet periodically via GW to the server. A server

may send a control message to nodes via GW.

B. TERMINOLOGIES AND NOTATIONS

A slot is a scheduling unit whose size is sufficiently large to

transmit one data packet. A frame is divided into a number

of slots and is said to be saturated if all the slots in the frame

are allocated to tasks. A group of one or more adjacent slots

is called a section, and when the section is divided into two

smaller parts of equal size, each divided part is also said to

be a section. A logical slot index is assigned to each slot,

apart from a physical slot index that exists inherently. When a

section, say S (= 2N slots), is equally divided into 2i sections,

each of the divided sections is denoted by S i(α), where α is

the maximum logical index in the section. A section is said

to be index-free if none of slots in this section is indexed.

The maximum logical index of an index-free section is zero.

Task τi is represented by its transmission period Pi in slots as

follows:

τi = (Pi) (1)

This indicates that τi has to send one packet per period Pi.

C. MOTIVATION

In IMOCS, each task is required to send one data packet to a

server per its own data transmission period. Since a task can

have a transmission period shorter than the length of a frame,

it can transmit data multiple times within one frame period.

Suppose that a frame is divided into 2N data transmission

slots. If a task has its transmission period that corresponds to
2N

/

2k (0 ≤ k ≤ N ) slots, it should be allocated 2k slots within

the frame such that each allocated slot appears only once per

its transmission period. However, since different tasks can

have different periods, it may not be easy to make the whole

task set schedulable. If a brute-force scheduling method is

employed, a slot schedule can be biased such that some tasks

take all the early slots, thereby preventing other tasks from

being scheduled.

FIGURE 2. An example of a biased scheduling.

For example, consider a frame of 23 slots (N = 3) as

depicted in Fig. 2 and three tasks A, B, and C that have the

periods of 23, 23 and 21 slots, respectively. If tasks A and B

take slots 1 and 2, respectively, task C that requires 4 slots

cannot be feasibly scheduled since all the slots in the first

quarter frame are not available.

The slot scheduling based approach includes some addi-

tional functions such as time synchronization and the gener-

ation, distribution, and maintenance of a slot schedule. With

a star topology, time synchronization is relatively easy [32];

however, the implementation of other functions can be very

costly in low bandwidth LoRa networks. One way to alleviate

scheduling overhead is to divide nodes into groups so that a

slot scheduling can be done for each group independently.

Furthermore, if all nodes can know a frame structure and the

periods of all tasks in the network, every node can generate

the same slot schedule in distributed manner. The schedule

distribution problem can be reduced to the distribution prob-

lem of task scheduling information. This can be done by

sharing the ID and period of every task with other nodes.

Furthermore, if each node determines its group based on

the signal attenuation of a message received from GW and

selects its SF based on its group, the problem of data loss by
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signal attenuation can be alleviated considerably, considering

the characteristics of the LoRa technology. The grouping by

signal attenuation can derive the problem of data loss by

the signal suppression effect. However, this problem can be

avoided completely by assigning different channels to differ-

ent groups. Lastly, to deal with external interference, the LBT

mechanism can be employed. However, it is too costly if a

task gives up sending data whenever it detects a channel is

busy. Considering that external interference usually occurs

transiently, we employ the mLBT mechanism in which a

node repeats channel detection m times before it gives up

transmission within the assigned slot.

III. REAL-TIME LoRa PROTOCOL

The real-time LoRa (RT-LoRa) protocol is explained formally

with the design of a logical slot indexing (LSI) algorithm and

a real-time task scheduling that utilizes the logical slot indices

generated by the LSI algorithm.

A. FRAME STRUCTURE

Signals generated by different nodes experience different

signal attenuations due to path loss and shadowing, it is not

easy to avoid the signal suppression effect, even though two

nodes are located at the same distance from GW. Another

problem is that data transmissions using the same channel and

SF are easily exposed to collision [33]. These two problems

have to be considered in designing a new protocol. Since the

proposed protocol targets a relatively small industrial field

such as a manufacturing factory, nodes are divided into only

two groups, GL and GH , that include nodes with relatively

low and high signal attenuations, respectively. Then, two

adjacent SFs are assigned to GL and GH such that nodes

in GH use the higher SF to better overcome high signal

attenuation, and two different channels are assigned to GL
and GH to avoid the signal suppression effect.

FIGURE 3. Frame structure using two SFs.

Two spreading factors SFq and SFq+1 are used to define

two frame types, SFq-frame and SFq+1-frame, that are asso-

ciated with GL and GH , respectively where q ranges between

7 and 11. Fig. 3 illustrates a frame structure that consists of

SFq-frame and SFq+1-frame. Each frame period consists of

a downlink (DL) period for a DL message transmission by a

server and an uplink (UL) period for data transmission by end

nodes. During the DL period, nodes synchronize their clock

times with a received DL message.

B. FRAME-SLOT STRUCTURE

Since the packet ToA using SFq+1 is approximately twice as

long as the one using SFq, if SFq-frame is divided into 2N

slots, SFq+1-frame is divided into 2N−1 slots approximately.

Each frame can be reused with additional channels, referred

to as a channel-assisted frame reuse. Fig. 4 shows a frame-slot

structure when k channels are used for the SFq-frame type and

m-k channels are used for the SFq+1-frame type. In this case,

the total number of slots, nSlots, is given as follows:

nSlots =
(

(m+ k)
/

2

)

× 2N (2)

FIGURE 4. A group-based frame-slot structure.

For example, if m = 6, k = 3, and N = 6, nSlots = 288.

With q = 7, suppose that one UL slot is 100 ms long and one

DL slot is 200 ms long. If every node sends one packet per

a frame period (= 6.6 s), 288 nodes can send packets to GW

during the frame period.

C. LOGICAL SLOT INDEXING

A logical slot indexing (LSI) algorithm assigns a logical index

to each slot in a frame such that given a frame of 2N slots,

if a task with P = 2N
/

2k selects 2
k slots sequentially starting

from an arbitrary logical index, it can send one data packet

per period P to a server. For example, suppose that any two

sequential logical indices are assigned to two slots such that

they do not belong to the same side of two equally divided

parts of the frame. Then, if a task with period P = 2N
/

21

slots selects those two slots, it can send one packet per P.

This principle has to hold for any task with various periods.

Definition 1: Given any logical index i, j sequential logical

slot indices from i to i + j − 1 are said to be sound if

2k−1 < j ≤ 2k and each of them is assigned to a slot that

belongs to one of the 2k equally divided sections of a frame.

Definition 2: The j sequential logical slot indices from 1 to

j are said to be feasible if (1) the j− 1 sequential logical slot

indices from 1 to j− 1 are feasible and (2) for all i < k such

that 2k−1 ≤ j < 2k , the logical slot indices from j− 2i + 1 to

j are sound.

Definition 2 defines the feasibility of the sequen-

tial logical slot indices in a recursive form where

condition (2) guarantees the soundness of 2i logical

slot indices backward from j, recursively such that

(j) , (j− 1, j) , (j− 3, j− 2, j− 1, j) , . . . , and (j − 2i +

1, . . . , j − 1, j) are sound. However, this does not guarantee

that (j− 2, j− 1) are sound, thereby requiring condition (1).
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FIGURE 5. An example of soundness and feasibility of the sequential
logical slot indices.

Take a look at Fig. 5(a). According to Definition 1, the

three assigned logical slot indices (1, 2, 3) are sound since

j (= 3) falls in (21, 22] and each logical index belongs to

one of 22 equally divided sections. According to Definition 2,

they are feasible since when j = 2, (1, 2) is feasible and

when j = 3, (2, 3) is recursively sound such that (3) and

(2, 3) are sound. However, the logical slot indices (1, 2,

3, 4) in Fig. 5(b) are not feasible since condition (1) of

Definition 2 is satisfied such that (1, 2, 3) is not feasible since

(2, 3) is not sound. Fig. 5(c) shows an example of a feasible

sequence.

The design of the LSI algorithm follows Definition 2. The

algorithm can guarantee condition (1) by repeating ‘‘satis-

fying the recursive soundness’’ given in condition (2) with

the whole frame whenever it assigns a new logical index.

To realize condition (2) in assigning a new index j, the algo-

rithm selects the section with the smaller maximum index

after dividing the whole section into two smaller sections,

thereby making (j − 1, j) sound. If it performs this pro-

cess one more time with the selected section, it can make

(j− 3, j− 2, j− 1, j) sound. It can continue this process to

guarantee the recursive soundness until it finds an index-free

section or finds that the whole frame is fully indexed. The

algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 1.

Let us take an example to see how the LSI algorithm works

with a frame ofN = 3.Without loss of generality, assume that

the algorithm always selects the first slot within an index-free

section to assign a new logical index. The algorithm starts

with lsi = 1 at line 1. Then, the outer while loop in line 2 is

repeated until the frame is fully indexed. First, the selected

section becomes the whole frame S0 (0) (line 3). Since the

selected section is index-free, the logical index 1 is assigned

to the first slot in the frame after the first round of the outer

while loop. Next, the algorithm repeats the outer while loop to

assign the logical slot index 2. The selected section, selectedS,

becomes thewhole frame S0 (1) in line 3. Since it is not index-

free, it is equally divided into two smaller sections, S1 (1)

with the first four slots and S1 (0)with the later four slots (line

6). Then, the algorithm selects S1 (0) since 0 < 1 (line 8).

Since the selected section is index-free, the algorithm exits

the inner while loop (line 5). Then, lsi(= 2) is assigned to the

first slot of the selected section S1 (0) (line 14), resulting in

S1 (2). Since the whole frame S0 (2) is not fully indexed, the

algorithm continues the outer while loop to assign the next

lsi(= 3). The final indexing result is given in Fig. 6.

Algorithm 1 Logical Slot Indexing (LSI)

Input: A given index-free frame that has 2N slots

Output: The frame with the feasible logical slot indices

# lsi: A logical slot index

# selectedS: A variable to select a section

# S i (α): The ith divided section whose max. logical index

is α

1: lsi← 1

2: while S0 (lsi− 1) is not fully indexed do

3: selectedS ← S0 (lsi− 1) # the whole frame

4: i← 1

5: while selectedS is not index-free do

6: divide selectedS into S i (u) and S i (v)

7: ifu < v then

8: selectedS ← S i (u)

9: else

10: selectedS ← S i (v)

11: end if

12: i← i+ 1

13: end while

14: assign lsi to one arbitrary slot in selectedS

15: lsi← lsi+ 1

16: end while

FIGURE 6. Execution of the LSI algorithm to assign the logical slot indices
to a frame of 8 slots.

Given a frame of n slots, the outer while loop is repeated

n times, and the inner while loop is executed log n times

since the search space is reduced by half. In addition, in each

iteration i of the inner while loop, n
/

2i comparisons for each

of two divided sections are made to find the maximum slot

index. Therefore, the time complexity function T (n) of this

algorithm can be expressed as follows: T (n) = n
∑log n

i=1
2n
2i
.

Therefore, T (n) ∈ O
(

n2
)

. Note that the algorithm is exe-

cuted once only if the frame size is redefined.

Lemma 1: Suppose that 2k sequential logical indices are

assigned and are feasible. Then, if the next logical index

2k + 1 is assigned by Algorithm 1, the logical slot indices
(

2, 3, . . . , 2k , 2k + 1
)

are recursively sound.

Proof: Let us see how a logical slot index 2k + 1 is

assigned by Algorithm 1, referring to Fig. 7. It starts with the
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FIGURE 7. A process of assigning a new logical index 2k
+ 1 (the value in

( ) indicates the maximum logical index when the corresponding section
is examined).

whole frame S0
(

2k
)

in which 2k sequential logical indices
(

1, 2, . . . , 2k − 1, 2k
)

were already assigned. Since S0
(

2k
)

is not index-free, it starts the inner while loop. It divides

S0
(

2k
)

into S1
(

2k − 1
)

and S1
(

2k
)

in line 6. This cor-

responds to 1st division in Fig. 7. Then, it selects section

S1
(

2k − 1
)

that has the smaller maximum logical index to

assign 2k + 1. This guarantees that
(

2k , 2k + 1
)

is sound.

However, if S1
(

2k − 1
)

is not index-free, it has to be fur-

ther divided into S2
(

2k − 3
)

and S2
(

2k − 1
)

, resulting in

the selection of S2
(

2k − 3
)

to assign 2k + 1, thereby mak-

ing
(

2k − 2, 2k − 1, 2k , 2k + 1
)

sound (2nd division). The

algorithm repeats the inner loop until it finds an index-free

section. Continuing this process, the algorithm will assign

2k + 1 to any empty slot in Sk
(

2k − (2k − 1)
)

(or Sk (1))

(k th division), thereby making
(

2, 3, . . . , 2k , 2k + 1
)

sound.

Thus, we prove Lemma 1.

Lemma 2: If logical slot indices are assigned by Algo-

rithm 1, 2i sequential logical indices from j are feasible.

Proof: When i = 1, we prove that 21 logical indices,

j and j + 1 assigned according to Algorithm 1 are feasible.

Assume that the logical index j was already assigned to any

empty slot in the frame by Algorithm 1. Then, the whole

frame is S0 (j). To assign the logical index j+1, the algorithm

divides S0 (j) into two smaller sections, S1 (j− 1) and S1 (j)

and tries to assign j + 1 to S1 (j− 1) that has the smaller

maximum logical index. This guarantees that (j, j+ 1) are

sound. Since j alone is feasible and (j, j+ 1) is recursively

sound, (j, j+ 1) is feasible by Definition 2.

When i = k , we assume that 2k logical indices from j to

j+ 2k − 1 are feasible. When i = k + 1, we prove that 2k+1

sequential logical indices starting with j are feasible.

By assumption, the sequence (j, j + 1, . . . , j + 2k − 1) is

feasible. Therefore, by Lemma 1, (j+ 1, j+ 2, . . . , j+ 2k −

1, j+2k ) is recursively sound. Since
(

j, j+ 1, . . . , j+ 2k − 1
)

is feasible and
(

j+ 1, j+ 2, . . . , j+ 2k − 1, j+ 2k
)

is recur-

sively sound, (j, j + 1, . . . , j + 2k − 1, j + 2k ) is feasible

by Definition 2. In the same way, (j, j + 1, . . . , j + 2k − 1,

j + 2k , j + 2k + 1) is feasible. Continuing this, 2k+1 logical

indices (j, j + 1, . . . , j + 2k − 1, j + 2k , . . . , j + 2k+1 − 1)

become feasible. Thus, we prove Lemma 2.

Theorem 1: Consider a frame of 2N slots logically indexed

by Algorithm 1. Given a task τi = (Pi) ,Pi =
2N

/

2k slots,

(0 ≤ k ≤ N ), task τi canmeet its deadline if it takes slots with

2k sequential logical indices starting with any logical index.

Proof: Suppose that 2k sequential slots from j to j+2k−1

are selected. Then, by Lemma 2, the selected logical indices

are feasible. This implies that the task is assigned one slot

in each section of 2
N/

2k slots. Thus, if the task sends one

data packet in each of the selected slots, the packet can be

transmitted within its period Pi or before its deadline that

becomes the start of next period. Thus, we prove Theorem 1.

Lemma 3: Given two overlapping frames, the first frame

is logically indexed from 1 to 2N and the second frame is

logically indexed from 2N + 1 to 2N+1 by Algorithm 1, they

can be treated as a concatenated frame in scheduling under

the constraint that a task can select at most 2N slots.

Proof: Suppose that the first 2N logical slot indices in the

first frame are denoted as a1, a2, . . . , a2N and the last 2N logi-

cal indices in the second frame are denoted as b1, b2, . . . , b2N .

Suppose that 2k (0 ≤ k ≤ N ) sequential logical slots

are selected such that x
(

x ≤ 2k
)

slots (a2N−x+1, a2N−x+2,

. . . , a2N ) belong to the first frame and next 2k − x slots

(b1, b2, . . . , b2k−x) belong to the second frame. We need to

prove two things: (1) none of the selected slots is overlapped

with any others and (2) they are sound. Since ai is overlapped

with bi, 2
k − x selected slots on the second frame are equiv-

alent to (a1, a2, . . . , a2k−x) on the first frame by replacing bi
by ai. They become the combination of (a1, a2, . . . , a2k−x)

and (a2N−x+1, a2N−x+2, . . . , a2N ) on the first frame. Since

2k − x < 2N − x + 1 with any k (0 ≤ k ≤ N ), the selected

slots never overlap with any others. Thus, (1) is true.

As in Lemma 1, the k th division guarantees that

(a1, a2, . . . , a2k ) is sound and ai+2k is assigned to the same

section with ai. Thus, (ai+1, ai+2, . . . , ai+2k ) is also sound

on the same sections in which (a1, a2, . . . , a2k ) is sound.

Consequently, if i = 2N−2k , (a2N−2k+1, a2N−2k+2, . . . , a2N )

is sound on the same sections that (a1, a2, . . . , a2k )

is sound. Therefore, the combination of selected slots

(a1, a2, . . . , a2k−x) and (a2N−x+1, a2N−x+2, . . . , a2N ) are

also sound at the same sections since x < 2k . Thus, (2) is

true and we prove Lemma 3.

Theorem 2: Suppose that k frames are logically indexed

from 1 to k · 2N by Algorithm 1. Given a task, τi = (Pi),

Pi =
2N

/

2k slots, (0 ≤ k ≤ N ), task τi can meet its deadline

if it takes the slots with 2k sequential logical indices from any

logical index.

Proof: By Lemma 3, k frames can be treated as one con-

catenated frame in task scheduling. Thus, 2k selected logical

indices are sound. This implies that the task τi is assigned

one slot in each section of 2
N/

2k slots and the packet can be

transmitted within its deadline. Thus, we prove Theorem 2.
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D. GROUPING AND SCHEDULING

1) NODE GROUPING

A level-based grouping method is introduced. Every node

determines its level as the hop distance to GW that reflects

the degree of signal attenuation when it receives a message.

After the construction of level topology, the nodes in the same

level belong to the same group.

To construct level topology, GW broadcasts a group

request(GR) message, GR = (lvl = 0), using SFq. Upon

receivingGR, if the SNR is greater than or equal to a specified

threshold value, a node determines its level as lvl + 1 and

retransmits GR = (1) immediately to increase the effect of

concurrent transmission [26]. Upon receivingGR= (1), every

node sets its level to 2 (= lvl + 1). Then, every node with

level = 1 belongs to GL while one with level = 2 belongs to

GH . In this paper, since one GW can cover only the nodes of

up to two hops, other nodes that fail to receive GR =(1) can

be covered by another GW.

2) TASK SCHEDULING SCHEME

According to Theorem 2, given k concatenated frames, any

task τi = (Pi) is simply scheduled by selecting 2
N/

Pi

(

≤ 2N
)

slots sequentially starting with any logical slot index. Let

Ŵ denote a list of tasks for a group: Ŵ = (τ1, τ2, . . . ,τn).

A scheduler can schedule task τi as long as the concatenated

frame of k · 2N slots has idle slots corresponding to 2N
/

Pi
sequential logical slot indices. The starting logical slot index

becomes one plus the last logical index whose slot was allo-

cated to task τi−1.

FIGURE 8. Task scheduling example with two concatenated frames
of N = 3.

For example, consider two concatenated frames of N = 3

in Fig. 8. Suppose that the logical indices 1, 2, 3, and 4 were

already allocated to a partial list of tasks, (τ1, τ2, . . . ,τi−1).

Then, the following tasks τi = (4) and τi+1 = (2) take the

logical indices from 5 to 6 and the logical indices from 7 to

10, respectively.

A task set Ŵ is schedulable with k concatenated frames

if the total number of slots required by tasks in Ŵ does not

exceed the number of slots defined in the k frames. Thus,

a task set Ŵ is schedulable if and only if it satisfies the

following inequality:

∑n
i=1

2N
/

Pi

k × 2N
≤ 1 (3)

TABLE 1. An example of a task schedule.

In (3), the numerator indicates the total number of slots

required by n tasks in task set Ŵ and the denominator does

the total number of available slots in the k concatenated

frames. Therefore, if the numerator is less than and equal to

the denominator, it is obvious that every task can acquire its

required slots.

3) GROUP SCHEDULING INFORMATION AND DISTRIBUTION

Tasks are grouped into task classes such that if a task has the

transmission period of 2
N/

2c, it belongs to task class c, where

c ranges in [0,maxClass],maxClass ≤ N . Then, a task τi that

belongs to class c is expressed as follows:

τi = (c) (4)

Then, a group scheduling information for group Gx , GSI(x),

is expressed as follows:

GSI (x) = (x, startIndex,Tc,Tc−1, . . . ,Ti, . . . ,T1,T0)

where startIndex is the start logical index in the scheduling

of Gx , and Ti is a set of tasks in class i, given as follows:

Ti = (i, ki, (τi1, τi2, . . . , τij, . . . , τik i ))

where i, ki, and τ ij indicate task class i, the number of tasks

in class i, and the jth task in task class i, respectively. A server

can easily maintain the addition of new tasks by distributing

a partial GSI only for the new tasks.

Let us see an example for task scheduling. Consider group

x that has five tasks such as task A in class 2, tasks B and C in

class 1, and tasks D and E in class 0. If startIndex= 5,GSI(x)

is represented as follows:

GSI (x) = (x, 5, (2, 1, (A)) , (1, 2, (B,C)) , (0, 2, (D,E)))

When a server distributesGSI(x), every node can generate the

same task schedule as given in Table 1.

E. COMMAND AND DATA TRANSMISSION

Every task sends data to GW in each of the physical slots that

correspond to the assigned logical slot indices. For example,

in Table 1, task B sends data in the physical slots that corre-

spond to the logical slot indices 9 and 10.

A server can send a control packet, CTRL, to end nodes

during the DL period. CTRL can include a control packet

header (CPH) and three optional elements in brackets:

CTRL = (CPH , [GSI (x)], [CMD], [NACK ])
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where CPH = (Network ID, frame period) is used to inform

a node of the network to which it belongs, frame period

indicates the period number of the current frame, CMD is a

command, and NACK (negative acknowledgement) includes

the list of nodes that failed to deliver data for a specified

number of frame periods. GSI(x) can be fragmented into

multiple smaller GSIs and transmitted over multiple frame

periods. Upon receiving NACK, a node can know whether its

link to GW is reliable or not.

FIGURE 9. Operation of the mLBT mechanism with a double sized slot.

Another issue is external interference. A node tends to

experience external interference transiently. Thus, it is not

desirable for the node to give up data transmission immedi-

ately when it detects the channel is busy. An mLBT mech-

anism is introduced that allows a node to perform channel

activity detection (CAD) m (≥ 2) times. A slot length is

extended to the length of double slots, named dslot as shown

in Fig. 9. The interval of CAD, CADInterval, can be set as

follows.

CADInterval =
slot

m− 1
, m ≥ 2 (5)

If m = 1, the mLBT mechanism degenerates to the LBT one.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. THE LEAST UPPER BOUND OF NETWORK

THROUGHPUT

In the Poisson process, given a packet arrival rate λ, P(k),

the probability that k packets will arrive in time t , is given as:

P(k attempts in time t) =
(λt)k

k!
e−λt (6)

Let TP denote one packet transmission time that is assumed

to be equal to a slot time in this analysis. Suppose that each

node transmits one packet during a frame period, TF . Then,

this transmission model can be transformed into the Poisson

process with the mean probability of TP
/

TF
. Then, for n

nodes, the packet arrival rate λ can be expressed as follows:

λ =
nTP

TF
(7)

Since LoRaWAN follows the Aloha protocol in data trans-

mission, the vulnerable periods of a data packet using

LoRaWAN and Slotted Aloha correspond to 2T P and TP,

respectively [13]. Let P0 (X) denote the probability that a

packet is transmitted successfully to a server for protocol X .

By applying the average arrival rate in (7) to (6), we get

P0 (X) as follows:

P0 (LoRaWAN )=P (k=0 in 2 time slots)=e
−

2nTP
TF (8)

P0 (Slotted Aloha) = P (k=0 in 1 time slot)=e
−
nTP
TF (9)

Since there are λ transmission attempts in one frame period,

the throughput S (X) of protocol X is calculated as follows:

λS(LoRaWAN )= λ·P0 (LoRaWAN ) =
nTP

TF
· e
−

2nTP
TF (10)

λS(SlottedAloha)= λ·P0 (SlottedLoRa) =
nTP

TF
· e
−
nTP
TF (11)

Let us calculate the throughputs of RT-LoRa(LBT) and RT-

LoRa(mLBT) that indicate RT-LoRa with LBT and mLBT,

respectively. The size of a downlink slot is very short com-

pared with the whole frame period; it can be omitted in

the calculation. Therefore, with RT-LoRa(LBT), the max-

imum number of slots per a frame is TF
/

TP
. Since a

slot schedule is used, one packet is successfully transmit-

ted per one slot. Thus, the throughput of RT-LoRa(LBT),

S (RT − LoRa (LBT )), is given as follows:

S (RT − LoRa (LBT )) =











nTp

TF
, if n≤

TF

TP

1, if n >
TF

TP

(12)

In this formula, the throughput increases linearly until n

reaches the maximum number of slots. Once it reaches the

maximum of unity, it is sustained since additional transmis-

sion is not allowed. With RT-LoRa(mLBT), the maximum

number of slots per a frame is TF
/

2TP
since the size of a

slot becomes doubled. In consequence, the throughput of

RT-LoRa(mLBT), S (RT − LoRa (mLBT )), is simply

changed as follows:

S (RT − LoRa (mLBT )) =











nTp

TF
, if n≤

TF

2T P
1

2
, if n >

TF

2T P

(13)

With this approach, the maximum throughput is reduced by

half since only one packet can be transmitted within the

double sized slot, dslot.

Fig. 10 shows throughputs for LoRaWAN, Slotted Aloha,

RT-LoRa(LBT), and RT-LoRa(mLBT) from (10), (11), (12),

and (13) when SF7 and SF8 are used. Each graph shows the

least upper bound of throughput with TP = 100 ms and

TF = 25.6 s. With these values, the frame period can be

divided into 28 uplink slots with SF7 or 27 uplink slots

with SF8.

Referring to Fig. 10(a), Slotted Aloha shows much higher

least upper bound in throughput than LoRaWAN since its

vulnerable period is reduced by half. Similarly, Slotted Aloha

using SF7 increases the least upper bound greatly over Slotted

Aloha using SF8.

In Fig. 10(b), the throughputs of RT-LoRa(LBT) and

RT-LoRa(mLBT) show a linearly increasing pattern as the
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FIGURE 10. The least upper bounds of throughput for different protocols
with TP = 100 ms and TF = 25.6 s.

TABLE 2. Experimental parameters and values.

number of transmitting nodes increases until a frame is satu-

rated. Since the number of slots with SF7 is twice as many

as that with SF8, the graph of RT-LoRa(LBT) using SF8
becomes saturated when the number of nodes reaches 27.

Note that RT-LoRa(LBT) with SF7 achieves the maximum

throughput of 1.0 (in Fig. 10(b)) while SlottedAlohawith SF7
lowers the maximum throughput down to 0.36 (in Fig. 10(a)),

with 256 nodes.

B. EFFECT OF INTERFERENCE

1) EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND SCENARIOS

Experiment was performed in the testbed of one GW and

fifteen nodes with STM32 microcontroller and SX1276 radio

chip. It is claimed that the use of one channel and one SF is

sufficient to examine the advantages of the protocols com-

paratively. Nodes were deployed over one three-floor build-

ing at the University of Ulsan. Three protocols, LoRaWAN,

Slotted Aloha, and RT-LoRa, were compared for their PDRs.

The key parameters and values used in the experiments are

summarized in Table 2.

The following two scenarios were used for experiment.

Scenario 1 with no external interference

Each node transmits one packet to GWwith Tx intervals

of 1.5 s, 3 s, 6 s, or 12 s without any scheduled external

interference.

Scenario 2 with external interference

Each node transmits one packet to GW every 3 sec-

onds on average. Additional 5 interfering nodes transmit

garbage packets at Tx intervals of 1.5 s, 3 s, 6 s, or 12 s.

Since this experiment is concerned with internal and exter-

nal interference, SF7 only was used and every node was

checked beforehand to make sure that its link to GW is good.

FIGURE 11. Comparison of PDRs for different protocols with varying node
Tx interval without interfering nodes.

2) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiment was performed with Scenario 1 to evaluate the

effect of internal interference. Fig. 11 compares PDRs for

three protocols. It is shown that RT-LoRa achieves PDR

of 100% while LoRaWAN and Slotted Aloha decrease PDR

sharply as traffic increases. Note that the PDR of LoRaWAN

decreases down to 44% when every node has Tx interval

of 1.5 s. The figure also examines the soundness of the

experimental data by comparing them with the analytical

data from (8) for LoRaWAN and (9) for Slotted Aloha

with TP = 72 ms and TF = Txinterval. Two dashed

curves indicate the analytical data for LoRaWAN and Slotted

Aloha, respectively. Analytical graphs for LoWaWAN and

Slotted Aloha show their PDRs less than their experimental

data by 45% and 27%, respectively at the high traffic of

Txinterval = 1.5. This is because the analytical model

does not take into account capture effect. According to one

study [14], it was shown that PDRs by analytical model are

lower than ones by simulation that reflects capture effect by

up to 40% depending on traffic. However, note that they have

similar decreasing patterns.
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FIGURE 12. Comparison of PDRs for different protocols with varying
interfering node Tx interval (node Tx interval is fixed to 3 s).

Experiment was performed with Scenario 2 to evaluate

the effect of external interference. Fig. 12 shows the

PDRs of LoRaWAN, Slotted Aloha, RT-LoRa(LBT) and

RT-LoRa(mLBT) according to the change of external

interference with the node’s Tx interval fixed to 3 s.

RT-LoRa(mLBT, m = 2) achieves higher PDR than Slotted

Aloha by 20% overall, and shows high dependability against

the increase of interfering signal. The results verify that the

use of mLBT is effective even with m = 2, achieving PDR of

almost 100% with Tx interval of interfering nodes over 6 s.

Note that LoRaWAN only achieves the low PDR of around

60% for such external interfering traffic load.

C. EFFECT OF GROUPING

First, experiment was performed to evaluate the effect of

signal suppression and collision in data transmission. Second,

experiment was performed to evaluate the effect of group-

ing in RT-LoRa against signal suppression by comparing

with two other protocols, LoRaWAN and Slotted Aloha.

To increase the effectiveness of experiment, in Table 2,

the number of nodes and the packet size were increased to

20 and 38, respectively and two spreading factors, SF7 and

SF8 were used for two node groups.

Using the level-based grouping method, a two-level topol-

ogy was constructed with 20 nodes deployed across the Uni-

versity campus buildings, thereby producing two groups, GL
of 13 nodes and GH of 7 nodes. All nodes in GL use SF7 to

achieve high throughput and those inGH use SF8 to overcome

the signal attenuation problem. Every end node is requested

to send one packet per 3 seconds on average.

First, two data transmission approaches, slot scheduled

transmission and random transmission were examined by

enabling and disabling the operation of the nodes inGL . Note

that nodes in GH are affected by signal suppression when the

nodes in GL are enabled to send data. PDRs were calculated

only for GH nodes, and appear as three bar graphs in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13(a) and (b) show the PDRs of the slot scheduled trans-

mission approach and the random transmission one when GL
nodes are disabled. The slot scheduled transmission approach

achieves the PDR of 94% with the small number of packets

lost by only signal attenuation. However, with the random

transmission approach, the PDR decreases down to 68%

FIGURE 13. Examination on the effect of collision and signal suppression
for the nodes in GH.

due to both signal attenuation and data collision. Fig. 13(c)

shows the PDR of the random transmission approach when

GL nodes are enabled. In this case, nodes suffer from both

collision and signal suppression, resulting in the significant

degradation in PDR down to 30%.

FIGURE 14. Examination on the effect of signal suppression and data
collision for different protocols.

Second, experiment was performed to examine the effect

of grouping with the RT-LoRa protocol. In this experiment,

since RT-LoRa prevents signal suppression in the design of

the frame-slot architecture, it was tested for GH and GL sep-

arately. Fig. 14 shows two PDR bar graphs for each protocol,

one for group GL and another for GH . RT-LoRa shows PDR

of 98% for GL and PDR of 94% for GH since it can avoid

both collision and signal suppression. It is shown that the

PDRs of LoRaWAN decrease to 65% for GL due to collision

and 29% forGH due to both collision and signal suppression.

These experimental results are in well accord with the ones

obtained with GL nodes enabled in the random transmission

approach. Slotted Aloha could improve PDRs slightly, by 5%

for GH and 15% for GL , for the same scenario.

V. CONCLUSION

A real-time LoRa protocol was proposed for the use in

industrial monitoring and control applications. It used a real-

time task scheduling algorithm, supported by the logical slot

indexing algorithm. The logical slot indices enable the effi-

cient generation of a schedule for real-time tasks. To over-

come signal attenuation and signal suppression effect, node

grouping method was proposed, and its effectiveness was

proven by experiment. The RT-LoRa protocol reinforced by

the mLBT mechanism (even with m = 2) was examined on

the testbed of one gateway and fifteen test nodes in campus.

Even with quite high traffic that each node generates one
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packet per 3 seconds on average, it achieved the PDR over

94% in spite of high external interference such that each of

five interfering nodes generates garbage packet per 3 sec-

onds. According to our experiment, it was found that the

nodes deployed in wireless unfriendly zones could not reach

GW directly. In further study, this RT-LoRa protocol will be

extended to enable data transmission via multiple wireless

hops.
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